
Although the level of participation is high at
the Olympic Games, the performances are
even greater, and represent the most visible
aspect of such a large sporting event. This is
precisely where the staggering differences
between NOCs appear. In fact, the medals at
the Olympic Winter Games are won by only a
very small number of countries. Moreover, this
success is characterised by a very high level of
specialisation, discouraging the emergence of
new nations. 

Prizes shared by a limited group

The medal winning NOCs are all located in the
northern hemisphere, with the exception of
Australia and New Zealand. This is perfectly
normal, given the distribution of winter sports
enthusiasts. Over all the previous Olympics, a
total of 40 NOCs have won medal (out of a
total of 94 that participated), of which 38 were
won by women, and only 35 by men. This dif-
ference is all the more interesting considering
that the number of medals awarded to men

over the period from 1924 to 1998 is twice
that awarded to women. Women’s events
would seem to be more accessible, particular-
ly for emerging countries, and the competition
is probably less fierce, especially for more
recent disciplines where the practice is not yet
totally structured. 
The proportion of women’s medals varies
greatly according to the country. Countries
that are good performers in the men’s events
do not necessarily do as well in the women’s
events. For example, this is the situation for
the Scandinavian countries (particularly
Norway and Sweden), which are marked by an
excess of success in men’s events. On the
other hand, Russia, Germany, or even the
United States show negligible differences
between the number of medals obtained by
men and women. 
Although a total of 40 NOCs have been award-
ed medals, 91.2% of all these medals were
obtained by only 16 of the NOCs in question.
It can thus be seen that the winter sports elite
is very limited, with the main medal-winning
NOCs concentrated in four main geographical
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areas : North America, Scandinavia, Russia
(including the USSR and CIS), and the Alpine
countries. 

In terms of geographical areas, Europe is
largely predominant in the medal-winning
stakes, taking 83.3% of the total number of
medals. Within Europe, it is mainly Western
Europe which leads the medal table, with
34%, followed by Scandinavia (25.6%), and
Eastern Europe (23%). However, these pro-
portions have evolved greatly over the history
of the Olympics. Up until 1952, Scandinavia
was dominant. Then, with the arrival of the
USSR in 1956 and the FRG, which performed
particularly well after 1972, it was Eastern
Europe – nearly inexistent before then – that
grew in strength. 
Finally, the rising fortune of Asia is also note-
worthy, as it has become more and more com-
petitive over the last three Olympics. 

Many of the medal-winning NOCs were  par-
ticipants in the Olympic Games (and the
Olympic Movement) from its very outset, and
nearly all were present before World War II. In
regards to the other NOCs, their later adhe-
sion to the Games results from political fac-
tors. This is notably the case for North and
South Korea (annexed by Japan in 1910 and
independent since 1945), and the two largest
communist countries, who chose to join the
Olympics at a later stage (USSR in 1956, and
China in 1980, for the Winter Games). In addi-
tion, a range of medal-winning NOCs have
appeared over the last few Olympic Games,
following the break-up of the former USSR,
Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia. 

"Specialised" NOCs

The distribution of the medals by discipline at
the Winter Olympics shows that many NOCs
are specialised in some areas, with the most
successful of these countries generally domi-
nating one or two disciplines. This specialisa-
tion is the result of several factors. The most
important of these would appear to be the his-
torical and cultural influences. Hence, a large
number of Nordic skiing medals are won by
Scandinavian countries, Alpine skiing medals
by Alpine countries, or speed skating medals
by the Netherlands. 
Other, more elusive aspects also have a role in
this process of specialisation. 
In western countries, the financial factor
seems to play an important role. For instance,
the medals won by the French alpine skiers at
the Olympics in Grenoble in 1968 were eager-
ly expected by the French sportswear compa-
nies, who had invested considerably in the
preparation of the French team by creating
the famous "Pool France". 
Furthermore, the political factor is also domi-
nant, particularly in certain socialist countries.
The quest for the highest number of medals is
like the search for ideological recognition.
However, it is easier to win medals in some
disciplines than in others. 

Every medal has a price, but it’s different from
country to country, depending on their differ-
ent customs and practices. A cross country
skiing medal is more important to a
Scandinavia than a medal in alpine skiing,
because cross country skiing is more popular
in Scandinavia, and therefore interests a
much larger proportion of the population and
the business world. Some sports are more
coveted than others, in terms of media cover-
age, and by association, economic interest,
such as popular sports in Western Europe. 
Many people know about the exploits of Jean-
Claude Killy, who won three gold medals in
alpine skiing in 1968, but how many people
remember the six gold medals won by Lidija
Skoblikowa in speed skating between 1960
and 1964, and more recently, the six gold and
three silver medals of Ljubow Jegorowa in
cross country skiing between 1992 and 1994.

It can thus be seen that the importance of a
medal varies greatly depending on the coun-
try, the discipline, and the anticipated reper-
cussions (economic, ideological....)
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In the same way as the simple fact of partici-
pating, winning a medal is a sign of interna-
tional recognition. Many of the countries
emerging out of the political upheaval follow-
ing the fall of the Eastern Bloc seem to have
perfectly understood this concept. This leads
one to examine the efforts that each country
makes to invest in a particular discipline,
depending on the motives that are driving
them. 
For example, can a state, by promoting and
encouraging the practice of a particular disci-
pline, and by installing and developing the
necessary equipment, create a competitive
and high performance elite, capable of win-
ning medals ?  To what extent does the inter-
vention of the state and the sports federa-
tions, etc., engender successful dynamics ?
Does the creation of a victorious elite really
lead people to imitate this practice, consider-
ing the high level of media coverage over the
last few years ? 

It is difficult to reply with any degree of cer-
tainty to these questions. In 1968, all the con-
ditions were in place to develop the popular
practice of alpine skiing, namely superb facili-
ties, high level of media coverage, availability
of high quality French sportswear, and as the
icing on the cake, the excellent performance
of the French skiing team, particularly Jean-
Claude Killy. Yet, it was cross country skiing
that took off as a leisure activity even though
no French skiers had been particularly out-
standing during the Olympics. The social phe-
nomenon is a parameter that can compromise
everything, especially since in developed
countries, alpine skiing is the only sports dis-
cipline that has given rise to a considerable
mass tourism industry. One can just imagine
the economic stakes linked to a highly versa-
tile winter sports industry. 

An analysis of the medals by discipline makes
it possible to identify certain factors specific to
certain countries. Scandinavian countries have
won the majority of their medals in Nordic ski-
ing (more than 50% of their total). Finland in
particular seems to be highly specialised in
this area, with Nordic skiing representing
nearly three quarters of all Finnish medals. 
Speed skating is the second best discipline
among the Scandinavian countries, especially
in Norway.

Both these disciplines have been practised for
a very long time by a large number of
Scandinavians. Norway and Sweden have both
won medals in alpine skiing, but not Finland,
where the topography of the land is much less
conducive to the practice of alpine skiing than
in neighbouring Sweden and Norway.
Sweden’s good performances in ice hockey
also emphasise that country’s tradition for
team sports. 

The USSR also presents a specialised profile
somewhat similar to that of the Scandinavian
countries, namely Nordic skiing and speed
skating. On the other hand, it also puts in very
good performances in figure skating and
biathlon. This difference can be explained by
the artistic tradition in Russia (Bolshoi, rhyth-
mic gymnastics, synchronised swimming....)
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and by its military history. 
Western Europe presents a more heteroge-
neous picture. The three main Alpine countries
(Austria, Switzerland and France) are marked
by a high level of specialisation in alpine ski-
ing, particularly France (70% of all medals).
Two other alpine countries, namely Italy and
Germany (including FRG), also put in good
performances in alpine skiing, although to a
lesser extent. 

Apart from this specialisation in alpine skiing,
no other discipline is common to all these
Western European countries. France performs
well in figure skating, while Italy performs
better in cross country skiing and disciplines
such as bobsleigh, luge and skeleton. These
latter disciplines are also a strong point for the
Swiss, and for the Austrians, who in addition
do well in figure skating and Nordic skiing. 

Germany presents several rather particular
characteristics. Apart from the medals
obtained in alpine skiing by the reunited
Germany, and the former FRG (since the
physical geography of the GDR was little con-
ducive to the practice of alpine skiing), the
specialities of the three German NOCs are rel-
atively similar. The three German NOCs
(namely FRG, GDR and GER) have won the
most medals in bobsleigh/luge, but also share
successes in Nordic skiing, biathlon, figure
skating and speed skating (with the FRG being
the least successful in this last discipline). 
These similarities warrant closer investigation. 

Even if the number of medals won by the GDR
is the result of great political will, what is the
explanation behind the specialisation in cer-
tain disciplines ? 

Is the GDR’s investment in these particular
disciplines based on a tradition of practising
these sports since before the partition of
Germany ? Is it that they deliberately concen-
trated on certain disciplines (practised little or
not at all before the creation of the GDR), in
order to win the largest number of medals
possible, at the lowest possible " cost "?
Here again the notion of the " price " of a
medal can be put forward. Even though the
infrastructures necessary for bobsleigh or luge
represent a considerable investment, creating
a full alpine skiing team also represents equal-
ly considerable costs (equipment, facilities,
training sessions, coaching time....). This
notion of cost is particularly difficult to evalu-
ate accurately, but without being too far off
the mark, one can estimate that the budget of
an alpine skiing team is far from being on a
par with that of a luge team.
Similarly, one may wonder about the reasons
behind the specialisation of the GDR. Did they
win their medals in certain disciplines as a
result of a tradition of practising these sports,
or as a result of an investment strategy aimed
at winning a maximum of medals in order to
compete with the FRG ?

The countries of the North American continent
are characterised by their specialisation in ice
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sports, in which Canada and the United States
have won 74.4% and 66.7% of their medals
respectively. This specialisation seems to be
the result of a long tradition of practising
these disciplines, but also stems from the
North Americans’ enthusiasm for sports suit-
able for professional urban displays, such as
ice hockey (e.g. the NHL) and figure skating
("Holiday on Ice" type galas). 
Both of these countries have had some suc-
cess in alpine skiing. These good performanc-
es however do not seem to stem from tradi-
tion, but rather from the desire to develop this
king of all Winter Olympic disciplines (in terms
of media coverage, and therefore in economic
terms). This will to develop alpine skiing goes
hand in hand with the strategy of developing
winter sports resorts.
Finally, the countries of the Far East are par-
ticularly specialised in speed skating, with a
heavy emphasis on Nordic skiing in Japan. 

Although medal winning is as important as it
garners the most media coverage, reaching
the finals (4th -8th places) is also very impor-

tant since it reflects the elite international
level. The medal-winning NOCs all have more
or less the same proportion of finalists. It is
only in the distribution of sports that certain
differences can appear. Thus for example,
countries that are very specialised and among
the medal winners have perhaps fewer final-
ists (this is especially the case for the Alpine
countries). 
The high number of finalists from Poland is
noteworthy in comparison to the low number
of Polish medalists. Few NOCs that are not
among the medal winners reach places in the
finals. Only six countries have done so, of
which five are from former Eastern bloc coun-
tries (Baltic countries, Slovakia, Croatia), as
well as Argentina, and this South American
nation has been producing bobsleigh finalists
since before World War II. This small number
of countries shows that the level of specialisa-
tion within winter sports makes the competi-
tion very fierce. 
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Territorial and political changes : the
impact on participation and results 

The fall of the USSR : rise in number of partic-
ipants, fall in performances
The USSR took part in the Winter Olympic
Games for the first time in 1956, and put in
excellent performances right from the start.
The number of Russian participants quickly
rose, practically doubling within 16 years. As
for the Summer Olympics, the USSR showed
itself to be a formidable competitor, with one
of the best participant – finalist – medalist
ratios of all the NOCs ever to take part in the
Olympic Winter Games. 
In 1992, the three Baltic republics, having just
recently gained their independence, took part
once again in the Winter Olympics (they have
been annexed by the USSR since 1940). A few
other former Soviet republics (Belarussia,
Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Russia and the
Ukraine) joined forces under the flag of the
“Unified Team”, and competed as one entity. 
At the Lillehammer Games in 1994, all the for-
mer Soviet republics (with the exception of

Azerbaidjan, who competed for the first time
in the Nagano Games in 1998; Tajikistan and
Turkmenistan were also absent) competed
under their own flags. 

The split of the USSR led to a huge increase in
the number of participants – from just over
100 in 1988, the number of competing ath-
letes rose to 289 in 1994, and 378 in 1998. 
The participation in great numbers of the for-
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mer Soviet states shows the magnitude of
their need for international recognition.
Vladimir Smirnov did more for the internation-
al reputation of his country, Kazakhstan, with
four cross country skiing medals, than any
politician. 
However, the results did not follow the upward
trend of the participation levels. The results of
the Russians in 1988 were better than those
of all the athletes of the unified team and the
Baltic republics combined in 1992, despite the
combined team having almost twice the num-
ber of participants. They were slightly more
successful in 1994, with Russia predominating
among the former Soviet republics. However,
the downward tendency of the results was
confirmed again in Nagano in 1998, with only
23 medals and 66 finalists out of nearly 375
participants. 

It will be particularly interesting to follow the
results of these countries at future Olympics,
starting with those of Salt Lake City in 2002.
The last three Olympics have taken place too
soon after the break up of the USSR for the
real consequences on the sport world to be
evident. 
What are the chances for Olympic success of

these smaller countries emerging from this
break up in the face of their economic and
political difficulties ? We know, for example,
that many of the training centres in the former
USSR were located in what is now Russia. Will
athletes from smaller countries have to expa-
triate in order for these countries to maintain
suitable training conditions ? Furthermore, the
best performing athletes of these new NOCs
were all trained in the ex-USSR. Will these
countries have the means to renew their
sporting talent in the years to come ? 
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The effects of German reunification 
The two German NOCs (FRG and GDR), exist-
ing until 1988, reunited and sent their first
combined team in 1992. However, the compo-
sition of this team is not without risk since it
reflects the strengths and weaknesses of the
two previous entities. 
Firstly, the number of athletes in the FRG was
always higher than that of the GDR. Indeed,
the West German athletes came off worst
from the reunification - between 1988 and
1992, their numbers were reduced by 30%.
The number of athletes from the GDR in 1992
and 1994 was not significantly lower than that
of 1988. 
On the other hand, it is the athletes from the
former East Germany who have obtained the
best results, both in terms of number of final-
ists as well as number of medals. 

The athletes from the GDR accounted for the
highest number of finalists and medal winners
in the united German team at the 1992 and
1994 Games despite their smaller number. 
The higher level of participation of the West
German athletes should however been seen in
context because many of them are members
of the ice hockey team. This sport, despite the

very high number of participants, can only
bring in at the most one medal, or one place
in the finals. Ice hockey players aside, the
level of participation is more or less equivalent
between the former East and West Germany
at the Games of 1992 and 1994.
Generally, there has been a downward trend in
the number of former GRD finalists and medal
winners from one Games to the next for the
athletes of the former GDR. For the ex-West
Germans, the number of finalists dropped
slightly between 1988 and 1994, but the num-
ber of medal winners has remained stable. 
The highest level of participation of the ex-
FRG athletes, apart from ice hockey, is in
alpine skiing. Indeed, it is in this discipline
that they have had the greatest number of
finalists and medal winners. The former East
German athletes are strongest in speed skat-
ing (especially the women), with a high num-
ber of finalists and medal winners compared
to the number of participants. Biathlon and
bobsleigh–luge are also areas where they per-
form well.  

One might have thought that reunification
would bring a high number of medals to
Germany, through the complimentary fusion
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of the two old NOCs. However, apart from the
alpine skiing medals won by the West German
athletes, the old NOCs have turned out to be
good performers in the same disciplines. Now,
it is impossible to win three medals in two-
man luge, as was the case in 1988 (2 medals
for the FRG and one for the GDR), because the
number of teams is limited to two per country. 
There are two possible explanations for the
weaker results of the East German athletes.
Firstly, the deterioration of the sports struc-

tures and facilities, the former GDR having
made sports one of its highest priorities ; and
secondly, the fact that elite sport was an
important means for social advancement, and
thus, a source of increased motivation. 

In order to better analyse the consequences of
the reunification on sport in Germany, one has
to take into account the number of people
practising sports, especially in the former East
Germany. One would also have to examine
whether the training centres and coaching
facilities of the former East Germany have

been maintained, with the necessary financial
means for their continued functioning (e.g.
see whether former East German athletes now
go to the West to train, or vice versa). 

Winter Olympic sporting excellence, even
more so than participation, is limited to a few
countries. The level of specialisation is so high
that it is difficult for an NOC to forge a path for
a competitive sporting elite. The emergence of
several new countries over the past few years
has been made possible by the introduction of
new disciplines. However, it remains neces-
sary for them to have not only the political
will, but also the financial and technological
means at their disposal in order to form such
an elite. Could this be the solution for devel-
oping winter sports and making them more
attractive since the race for the top places
remains a private affair reserved for a limited
number of NOCs ? 
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